
THE SET UP

  

1. Summary   

Putting mains voltage through a gherkin produces memorable and spectacular results as it 

glows and splutters.

2. Context 

This demonstration involves the breaking down of cell-walls with an electric current, and so 

Cells is a suitable topic for it to accompany.

  

3. Apparatus   

   •   EHT electricity supply or mains with an RCD

   •   Insulated wires with crocodile clips

   •   Cradle to hold gherkin (wooden frame with two screws to support gherkin)

   •   Gherkin in salt water

   •   Pork sausage (optional)

4. Preparation 

This experiment can be done by sticking two forks into either end of the gherkin, attach them 

to mains wires (including an RCD) but this is potentially very dangerous. A safer way is to 

make a cradle to hold the gherkin (similar to the one in the video) with fixed electrodes that 

cannot touch each other. Screws are used in the video example.

A sausage can also be mounted in the cradle, which effectively mimics electrocution.

5. Safety

     •   This is potentially a very dangerous experiment and must be permitted by your school, 

          LEA etc. before proceeding.

     •   Mains or EHT voltages are being used so ensure safety screens are used or have the 

          apparatus in a fume cupboard (this experiment produces a lot of smoke also).

     •   Electrodes will move if not fixed securely, potentially causing a short circuit.

     •   The gherkin can get very hot so leave it to cool before removing it from the cradle.

               Experiment 8: Glowing Gherkin

Turning a gherkin into a street lamp
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THE DEMONSTRATION 

  

1. Procedure 

     •   Ensure that the mains socket is switched off to begin with.

     •   Set up the experiment apparatus with an EHT or a mains supply with an RCD.

     •   Push the forks into the gherkin, or screw the terminals in if using a cradle.

     •   Switch on the mains socket when the apparatus is a safe distance away.

     •   Watch the gherkin glow and listen to it hum.

     •   Switch off the equipment from the mains socket.

2. Suggested Script Ideas

“Can anybody tell me what a gherkin is? It’s a baby cucumber, and will grow into a cucumber 

if left for long enough.

Can you use a gherkin to light a room? Let’s find out!

I am going to have to use mains voltage, which is extremely dangerous, and you are not to 

ever do this at home.

I have put two electrodes into either end of the gherkin and put it in the fume cupboard. I 

have an RCD on the mains for protection if there is a fault and now I shall switch it on…

What colour is it glowing? Yellowy orange.

The humming sound is produced because mains electricity switches direction 50 times per 

second, so it hums at an audible frequency of 50 Hertz.

What happens if we use a sausage?

This effectively is electrocution, some elements in the sausage glow as the cells break down. 

There is a heating effect from the electric current that effectively cooks the sausage.”
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THE CONCLUSION 

  

1. Explanation 

When we put mains voltage through the gherkin, the cell walls break down and the gherkin 

effectively acts like an arc lamp with the excited molecules emitting light.

The gherkin glows the same colour as sodium street lamps because they are pickled in salt 

water, which is sodium chloride.

When performing the experiment with a sausage, the cell membranes break down 

(remember they don’t have cell walls). Some elements glow as they are excited by the 

electrical current and the sausage is cooked.

2. Useful Questions and Answers

Q) Does this experiment work with other vegetables?

A) Yes, onions and tomatoes can be used.

Q) Why does the gherkin get hot?

A) The energy from the mains electricity is transferred as heat and cooks the gherkin.

Q) Why does it stop glowing?

A) The water evaporates and so it can no longer conduct electricity.

Q) Why does electrocution kill?

A) It stops the heart from beating.
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